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Unweaving the machine (prototype and video)

2022

Video: HD 720p, 5.36Min, mixed sources including, hand drawn animation, 16:9
Prototype: wood, metal springs, polyester rope, heddles, industrially woven jute fabric, stools,
150 cm x 100 cm x 700 cm

This apparatus can be used to un-weave industrially produced fabrics. The ma-
chine I invented tries to reverse or rewind processes that have become increas-
ingly problematic since the beginning of the industrial revolution. The machine is 
built for 2 people to deconstruct a woven structure by hand together.The task of 
operating this seemingly unproductive machine gives the operators a chance to 
collectively rethink normative directions and logics. 
The accompanying video work was created within the context of a number of in-
terrelated works which relate issues of industrialization, colonialism and the envi-
ronment. On a formal level the video also references the movement of fabric and 
time.

Installation viewsContextual video: https://vimeo.com/746910999/d0697db66e



Installation view of 10 billboards around a remaining wasteland 
at Potsdamer Str. in Berlin Schöneberg. All stills are from 
wastelands that exist or used to exist in this district of Berlin.

Detail of billboards around a remaining wasteland at 
Potsdamer Str. in Berlin Schöneberg

Time of the last wastelands (Stills)

2018/2021

16mm stills on 10 billboards in public space, 356cm x 252cm each

Installation of ten 16mm film stills and texts from my personal archive of Berlin’s remain-
ing wastelands which I have been filming since 2017. The images of wastelands and the 
texts are a tribute to emptiness and a way to commemorate these dissapearing spaces. 
Ideally I would like to protect at least one of these voids for the future as a memorial.

Installation view at 
U-Bhf Alexanderplatz during 
Kunst im Untergrund 2018 
(nGbK)



Sudarium/ tenugui/ sweat cloth

2022

Industrial textile print on cotton, hand sewn, custom made cabinets, 30cm x 90cm each

The images of the foreheads of the owner of a textile mill, a worker in a textile mill and 
a worker on a cotton field in Portuguese Angola (under the condition of forced labour) 
are imprinted on a cotton cloth that can be used to wipe off sweat of ones face during 
a hot day, during hard work or because one feels guilty or ashamed. Across time and 
space our foreheads are touching as the piece gives insight into post-colonial, histor-
ic and present relations within the textile industry and the impact on our environment 
which we can already feel during global heat waves. The cotton farbic was woven and 
printed in collaboration with a textile factory in Guimarães (Portugal) the same city as 
the director and the worker depicted on the cloth. There are two sets of three cloths ar-
ranged in different formations suggesting a shift in power relations.

Contextual video projection3 of 6 folded handkerchiefs in cabinet
(formation differs in the other set)



Famillionaire Matters, installation, Kevlar, gunpowder tin, 24 x painted wood boards 
(120cm x 80cm each),16mm film, 480cm x 360cm, 2019

Installation view, downstairs

Famillionaire Matters, 16mm film, 2K scan, 2019

Film still: the different wooden boards from the installation in my family’s estate relat-
ing the families.

Famillionaire Matters

2019

Installation, painted wood, Kevlar spool, gunpowder tin, animation, film, drawings, various sizes

Painted wooden boards depict a garden setting around a black pond. The field is sur-
rounded by depictions of old wooden rifles. In one corner stands an industrial Kevlar 
spool (bullet proof fibre) opposite an old Dupont gunpowder tin. A 16mm film runs on a 
monitor, upstairs drawings and handdrawn animations tell the surreal story of the fami-
ly that invented gunpowder and bullet proof fibres and how it interconnects with mine, a 
family that made bombers and then weaving machines.

These pencil animations are also part of the in-
stallation and for example show how a pool in 
the garden becomes a bullet proof vest or how 
curtains turn into rifles and a seemingly harm-
less pencil into a bomber.



Blueprints for Luddites

2022

cyanotypes of hand drawn design on old cotton fabrics, 40cm x 50cm 

In reference to the Luddites, a labour movement of early industrialisation who destroyed machines in factories, an act that be-
came a capital crime punished by death, I attached a robotic arm holding a hammer over an industrial weaving machine. A robot-
ic Luddite is asserting a level of control to an otherwise unregulated machine. If the machine causes trouble, it will be smashed. 
The other blueprint is on a more peaceful note it shows a part of a weaving machine handing the thread to a human being. 

Credit: Mary Evans 
Picture Library/Tom 
Morgan ca. 1812

Detail cyanotype



Mini DV video still: showing my “Mario Paint” animation running on Super Nintendo En-
tertainment System (SNES) at the gallery which is in my former home where I grew up 
in and where I played that very same game on the SNES. The video is part of the work 
as it documents my return to this gallery, the former home of me the artist. The anima-
tions show childhood memories connected to this apartment.

The same space in a different time, only 
the animation still shows the old room.

HOME/NOME

2021- in progress

Video installation, SNES animation, video, Hi8, miniDV, Bang & Olufsen 90s luxury TV sets

Video material (raw): https://vimeo.com/517883274

Installation view of 
“mock” exhibition 

Setting up the exhibition 
became a performative 
act as it takes places in 
the former home where 
I grew up and which 
through gentrification 
became a contempo-
rary art gallery which I 
am not represented by. 
Reclaiming this space 
of my early childhood as 
an artist and working-
with the old game con-
soles that I used there 
almost 30 years earlier 
was a very fulfilling ex-
perience.

Me and my siblings playing SNES in the 
former apartment.

https://vimeo.com/517883274


Virtual wastelands

2021- ongoing

virtual in-game photography, analog film

A series of analog 35mm photographs show virtual wastelands which are disappearing 
in reality. Yet they still exist in the hyper-reality of Microsoft Flight Simulator 2020. In or-
der to go and take pictures of these cityscapes I do not need to leave the house, I turn 
on my Xbox Series X gaming console and mount the old Leica on a tripod in front of the 
4K screen; pixels become film grain and suddenly everything seemed even more real, at 
least at first glance. 

Wasteland at river Spree

Detail of wasteland opposite Bundesnachrichtend-
ienst

Wasteland at Köpenickerstr. at night



Screening at Kunstverein St. Pauli, Hamburg during the exhibition “Welt in Teilen”. Screening of analogue material at a project space near a remaining wasteland on Pots-
damerstr. Berlin for Draussenstadt

Time of the last wastelands

2019

16mm film, 2K scan, text, digital transitions, 4:3

Link: https://vimeo.com/342299463/28c8969815

Link: https://vimeo.com/342299463/28c8969815


Weaving drawers & human weaving machine

2014

Installation and performance: Wood and steel construction, drawings, rope, various size

Works were presented at Bauhaus Dessau

A file cabinet for drawings and a weaving loom become one. The four drawers simultane-
ously function as shafts of a secret loom. On one side one can look at the drawings in the 
drawers. They depict blueprints and surreal scenes relating to the two faced machine. On 
the other side one can weave a fabric. Depending on the order in which the drawers are 
pulled out, the structure of the fabric changes. The machine was first shown at Bauhaus 
Dessau. 

Visitors are invited to hold threads and become moving parts of a hu-
man weaving machine. On a small monitor a simple hand drawn an-
imation displays to the participants how to operate the human loom. 
I dyed the ropes in black and red so everyone knows which rope to 
lift. Weaving is often used as a metaphor for society.

Performing with friends, politicians and the audience



Still on monitor showing the new palace which is a copy of an once demolished palace 
and inside you see the old GDR palace of the republic which got demolished as well.

Still on monitor showing the Neue Nationalgalerie and the somewhat similar Farn-
sworth House with their correct dimensions stuck into each other. 

Animated urban spaces

2021

SNES animated video, 2min, HD, 16:9

Animation short about how big palaces are rebuilt in the name of cul-
ture and high art while smaller project spaces dissappear. The film 
was made on a SNES/Super Nintendo Entertainment System, game 
console from the 1990s.

Link: https://vimeo.com/571801209/28a1e66dee Stills

https://vimeo.com/571801209/28a1e66dee


Weaving with the sound of its own making

2009

Handwoven wool, cotton and audio cable on 24 shaft loom. Cd players, headphones, perspex, 800cm x 100cm

The pattern has its origin in the sound of the weaving loom (a manual machine). The pattern of the 
fabric is of the audio waveform recorded while weaving the fabric. I first recorded a rattling sound 
of the loom’s starting sequence. I turned that soundwave into a pattern and wove it while recording 
myself again. From that sound I created the next pattern, wove it again, recorded myself again and 
so on for 8 metres. The work recalls Robert Morris’ “Box with the sound of its own making” while 
introducing concepts of repetition, difference and variation. I kept working with such concepts of 
time and the relations of a before and after in my later work too.

Installation at Blue Oyster Gallery, 
Aotearoa/ New Zealand

Detail of woven audio cable, the longer the fabric became the more of 
these extenders I needed to transport the sound through the fabric.

Waveform from the looms starting sequence sound




